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A PROOF OF THE BAUES-LEMAIRE CONJECTURE 
IN RATIONAL HOMOTOPY THEORY 

Martin Majewski 

This paper contains an announcement of a result (Theorem 1, Section 2), which 
settles the connection between various algebraic models for rational homotopy the
ory: the models of Quillen, Sullivan and Adams-Hilton-Anick. 

It is shown how this result, combined with a recent result of Anick, implies a 
conjecture of Baues and Lemaire from 1977 [B-L; (3.5)]. 

We describe in some detail the construction of these models (Section 1). We 
present a variant of the Adams-Hilton model, which is defined in a natural way for 
simplicial sets. 

A forthcoming paper will contain a detailed proof of Theorem 1. A generalization 
to mild homotopy theories is in preparation, where we establish a close connection 
between extensions of the rational theories due to Dwyer, Cenkl-Porter and Anick. 

1. Background 

In this section we recall the construction of the models of Quillen, Sullivan and 
Adams-Hilton-Anick. We will define these models for 2-reduced simplicial sets. 

The relation to geometry is the following. For a pointed topological space T, the 
singular simplices (continuous maps An —* T, n > 0), which send the 1-skeleton to 
the base point, form a 2-reduced simplicial set. This construction yields a functor, 
which settles an equivalence of the homotopy theories (integral or rational) of 1-
connected CW-complexes and 2-reduces simplicial sets, cf. [May], [Qu], 

We will work over the field Q of rational numbers. We use DG (resp. DG*) for 
"differential graded with differential of degree - 1 (resp. +1)"; graded means graded 
over the positive (= non-negative) integers. (Co)algebras are always (co)associative 
and have a (co)unit and a (co)augmentation (a Lie algebra is not an algebra). A 
simplicial, or DG, or DG* object is r-reduced if it is trivial in degrees < r, it is 
reduced if it is 1-reduced. In a category consisting of DG (or DG*) objects a weak 
equivalence is a map inducing an isomorphism in homology. 

Let S be the category of pointed simplicial sets and Sr C S that of r-reduced 
simplicial sets, r > 1. Let ftQ-Sr C Sr be the full subcategory of r-reduced sim
plicial sets which are of finite rational type. Here a simplicial set X is of finite 
rational type if Hm(X;Q) is finitely generated in each degree. We may define the 
homotopy groups of X G Si by nm(X) = TT*-I(GX) where G is Kan's loop functor 

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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to simplicial groups, cf. [May]. A simplicial map / : X —i• Y € <S2 is a rational 
homototopy equivalence if the induced map 7r*(/) ® Q : 7r*(.K) ® Q —> n*(Y) (8) Q is 
an isomorphism (equivalently, H*(/) <8> Q is an isomorphism). Before commenting 
on the rational homotopy theory of simplicial sets we open a subsection. 

Closed model categories. 

For convenience we will make use of axiomatic homotopy theory. Thus we recall 
some features of Quillen's closed model categories. See [Qu; II. 1] for all definitions 
and results we need here, [Qu2] for more and [Ba2], [Ma2] for weaker axioms and 
many details. 

A closed model category is a category C with three distinguished subclasses of 
the morphisms of C, such that certain axioms are satisfied. The morphisms in these 
subclasses are called weak equivalences, cofibrations, resp. fibrations. By the first 
axiom C has an initial object <j> and a final object e . An object X G C is called 
cofibrant if </> —• X is a cofibration and fibrant if X —> e is a fibration. 

When X is cofibrant and Y is fibrant, there is a well-defined equivalence relation 
~ ("is homotopic to") on the set C(X, Y). Here well-defined means that one can 
use any cylinder object for X or any path object for Y to define this relation. Recall 
that a cylinder object for X is a factorization X U X —%—> IX —^ X in C of the 
morphism ( lx , l x ) such that i is a cofibration and p is a weak equivalence (the sum 
X U X and such a factorization exist by the axioms); two maps f,g : X —• Y are 
homotopic if there is h : IX —* Y with hi = ( / ,g ) . Path objects are defined in a 
dual manner. This homotopy relation is natural, i.e. it behaves well with respect 
to composition. We denote the set of equivalence classes (= homotopy classes) by 
[X, Y] and the homotopy class of / by [/]. 

Another important consequence of the axioms is the following: for every object 
Z there are weak equivalences RLZ <-2L- LZ - ^ Z in C with RLZ fibrant and 
cofibrant and LZ cofibrant. 

Then one constructs the homotopy category Ho(C) with the localization functor 
7 : C —• Ho(C), which is the identity on objects, which carries weak equivalences 
to isomorphisms and which induces bijections 7 : [X, Y] = HoC(K, Y) for cofibrant 
X and fibrant Y. It follows that Ho(C) is the localization of C with respect to 
the class of weak equivalences, i.e. 7 is universal with the property of carrying 
weak equivalences to isomorphisms (observe that any functor with this property 
carries homotopic maps to just one morphism). Using these facts the following is 
immediate. 

LlFTING-LEMMA. Let f : X —> Y and p : Z - ^ Y a weak equivalence, where X 
cofibrant and Y, Z fibrant. Then there is g : X —+ Z with pg ~ / and g is homotopy-
unique. • 

It is proved in [Qu] that <S2 has the structure of a closed model category, where the 
weak equivalences are the rational homotopy equivalences. All objects are cofibrant 
and X £ «S2 is fibrant (we say Q-fi brant in this case) iff X satisfies Kan's extension 
condition and n*(X) is a Q-module. In this case we denote the homotopy category 
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by HOQ(<S 2 ) . It is equivalent to its subcategory of Q-fibrant objects where morphisms 
= homotopy classes of simplicial maps (see above). 

Let H O Q ( / £ Q - < S 2 ) C H O Q ( 5 2 ) be the full subcategory consisting of the objects 

in ftQ-S2. T h e canonical functor ft^-S2 — • H O Q ( / < Q - < S 2 ) is the localization with 

respect to the class of rat ional homotopy equivalences in ftQ-S2. For this one can 

use tha t ftQ-S2 has the s t ruc ture of a cofibration category in the sense, of [Ba2]. 

The Quillen model. 

Let (DGL)i be the category of reduced DG Lie algebras (over Q). Quillen inves

t igated in [Qu] t he following composite functor from 5 2 to ( D G L ) I . 

(1) S2 -£* (SGp)i - £ • (sCHA)i -p> (SLA)! ~jf (DGL)X 

which we denote by AG, i.e. we put A = NPQ. 
Let L C (DGL)i be the full subcategory consisting of those objects, which are 

free (as graded Lie algebra). 
For X eS2 let 

(2) tx : Lx " ^ XG(X) G (DGL)I 

be a weak equivalence with Lx G L. We call Lx a Quillen model of X. 
That such a weak equivalence tx exists, follows from the fact that (DGL)I has the 

structure of a closed model category, where the weak equivalences are the canonical 
ones, all objects are fibrant and cofibrant = free, cf. [Qu], [Ba2]. (We remark that 
one can choose Lx minimal, cf. [B-L].) It also follows that there is a well-defined 
natural homotopy relation for maps (with source) in L (this relation can be described 
by means of a canonical cylinder object, cf. [Ba2], [An]). We will call this relation 
T>GL-homotopy. Let Ho(L) = L / ~ be the resulting quotient category, which is the 
localization with respect to the weak equivalences in L and a full subcategory of 
Ho(DGL)i. 

The functor AG carries rational homotopy equivalences to weak equivalences, 
cf. [Qu; 1.2-3]. (This follows also from the natural isomorphism 7r*(GK) ® Q = 
H*(AGK), X G S2, cf. [Qu; 1.5]). Hence using tx the assignment X ^ Lx extends 
to morphisms yielding the functor 

(3) L : HOQ(5 2 ) -> Ho(L). 

More precisely, L is the unique functor for which the [tx], X G <S2, define a natural 
isomorphism L = (AG)" of functors to Ho(DGL)i. Here (AG)" is the unique functor 
satisfying (AG)~7 = 7(AG), where the universal property of HoQ(52) is used. 

Remark. The principal result of Quillen's theory [Qu; Th.I] states that (AG)" 
(thus L) is an equivalence of categories. Quillen also proves that (AG)" (thus L) 
preserves homotopy theory, cf. [Qu; Th.II]. (Actually Quillen states this for a certain 
composition of functors, which is easily seen to coincide with (AG)".) 
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The Sullivan model. 

Let (DG*AC) be the category of augmented, commutative DG* algebras (over Q) 
and let 

(4) A* : S -> (DG V ) 

be the Sullivan-de Rham functor (which is contravariant), cf. [B-G]. 
Let M C (DG*AC) be the full subcategory consisting of those objects, which 

are free (as commutative graded algebra), 2-reduced and of finite type (as graded 
Q-module). 

For X 6 /£Q-<->2 there is a weak equivalence 

(5) - mx:Mx - ^ A*(X) € ( D G V ) 

with Mx G M (one can choose Mx minimal), cf. [B-G]. We call Mx a Sullivan 
model of X. 

The category (DG*AC) has the structure of a closed model category, where the 
weak equivalences are the canonical ones, all objects are fibrant and the objects of 
M are cofibrant, cf. [B-G]. Hence there is a well-defined natural homotopy relation 
for maps in M (this relation can be described by means of a canonical path object 
[B-G] or a canonical cylinder object [Su]). Let Ho(M) = M/:_- be the resulting 
quotient category. 

Since H*(A*(X)) = H*(X;Q), the functor A* carries rational homotopy equiva
lences to weak equivalences. Hence using mx the assignment X ~+ Mx extends to 
morphisms yielding the contravariant functor (cp. the construction of L in (3)) 

(6) M : HoQ(/*Q-S2) -+ Ho(M). 

Remark. The principal result of Sullivan's theory states that this functor M is an 
equivalence of categories, cf. [B-G]. 

The Adams-Hilton-Anick model. 

First we comment on the homotopy theory of DGA's (= DG augmented algebras 
over Q). These form the category (DGA), which has the structure of a closed model 
category, where the weak equivalences are the canonical ones, all pbjects are fibrant 
and free DGA's are cofibrant, cf. [Mu]. (This is true over any principal ideal domain, 
see [Un].) Here a DGA A is free if A « T(V) as graded algebra, where T(V) denotes 
the tensor algebra on the graded (free) module V. Hence there is a well-defined 
natural homotopy relation on the set of DGA maps A —• B, when A is free. It coin
cides with the derivation homotopy relation: two maps f,g : A —• B are derivation 
homotopic, or DGA-homotopic, if there is a linear map h : A —* B of degree +1 
satisfying dh + hd = g — / and h\iA — fis(f ® h + h® g), where fiA ' A <g) A —• A, 
f*B - B ® B -* B are the multiplication maps, cf. [Mu], [Ba2], [An]. 

Next we describe a simplicial version of the classical Adams-Hilton construction 
[A-H], [Ad]. 

For a simplicial set X let C(X) be the normalized chain complex of X, with 
coefficients in Q. The Alexander-Whitney diagonal gives C(X) the structure of a 
DG coalgebra. 
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For X G S\,C(GX) is a DGA (multiplication is defined using the group structure 
on GX and the Eilenberg-Mac Lane transformation) and there is a natural twisting 
morphism ([H-M-S; II, 1.4]) 

(7) t: C(X) - C(GX) 

satisfying t(x) = 1 — T(X)" 1 , X G Xi , where r : K —> GX denotes the universal 
twisting function [May;26.3]. This is proved by the method of acyclic models, cf. 
[May; 31.3], [Ma]. Such t gives (and is given by) a unique natural DGA map (note 
that C(X) is reduced) 

(8) UJ : fiC(X) -> C(GX) 

satisfying utn = t, where il is the cohar construction and tu : C(X) —> ilC(X) 
the universal twisting morphism, cf. [H-M-S; Ch.II]. One can show that the DGA-
homotopy class [u;] does not depend on the choice of t, cf. [Ma]. 

PROPOSITION. When X G 5 2 , then u> is a weak equivalence. 

PROOF. This follows from a standard comparison theorem for spectral sequences 
applied to the filtration-preserving chain map 

(9) id ® u : C(X) ®ta ilC(X) -> C(X) ®t C(GX) 

between acyclic twisted tensor products. The nitrations are the canonical ones 
yielding the obvious E2-terms since C(X) is 2-reduced. Cf. [May; 30.8, 31.7], 
[H-M-S; Ch.II]. • 

Because of this proposition we may call the free DGA ilC(X) the Adams-Hilton 
model of X G 52 . 

Next we enrich the structure of QC(X) by defining on it a diagonal (or rather a 
homotopy class of diagonals). 

For A G(DGA) we will use the DGA maps 7Ti, 7T2 : A® A -> A and T : A® A —• A® A 
defined by 7ir(a ® 6) = e(b) • a,7r2(a ® b) = e(a) • b and T(<Z ® b) = (-1)^% ® a, 
where e : A —> Q is the augmentation and \a\ = degree of A. 

Definition 1. A reduced, free DGH-A (called Hopf algebra up to homotopy in [An]) 
is a pair (A,tj)) where A is a reduced, free DGA and %j) : A —> A ® A (the diagonal) 

is a DGA map satisfying 
7TiV> --- A ~ 7T2^ , 

(10) (V>® A)il>~(A®%l>)xl), 
Tlj> ~%l> , 

Here and in the following c~' means 'DGA-homotopic\ The reduced, free DGH^A's 
form a category H where a morphism, called DGH-A map, from (A,^) to (B,ip) is 
a DGA map / : A —• B satisfying <pf ~ (f ® f)tp. 

Note that a reduced, free DGH-A (A, rp) is canonically isomorphic to (A, ^') when 
0 — ^' > since then 1,4 is a DGH-A map. 

Definition 2. The Adams-Hilton-Anick model of a simplicial set X G <S2 is the 
reduced, free DGH-A A(X) = (fiC7(K),0x), where ifrx is well-defined up to DGA-
homotopy by requiring that the following diagram in (DGA) is homotopy-commutative 
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(see Lifting-Lemma). 

ilC(X) --^x---~ QC(X)®ilC(X) 

(11) U) ~ (?) ~ U)®U) 

C(GX) ^ - C(GK) (8) C(GX) 

Here ( is the Alexander-Whitney diagonal, which is known to be a DGA map on 
C(GX). (This follows from the fact that the Eilenberg-Mac Lane transformation is 
a DG coalgebra map, vcf. [G-M; A.3].) 

It is implicitly claimed in the definition that any \j>x making (11) homotopy-
commutative satisfies the relations (10). This is an easy consequence of Th.l (Sec.2). 
For a direct proof, which also works over the integers, see [Ma]. 

Note that the homotopy class [$x] is canonical, i.e. uniquely preferred and 
natural (recall that [u;] is canonical). 

Remark. A natural diagonal tpx will be given in [Ma]; an explicit formula for a 
natural, coassociative diagonal on VtC(X) is given in [Ba; IV.2]. 

Obviously, X ~+ A(X) yields a functor (well-defined up to canonical natural 
isomorphism) 

(12) A:S2-+H. 

Two maps in H are called homotopic if they are DGA-homotopic. Let Ho(H) 
= H / ~ be the quotient category. One can show that this is the localization, of H 
with respect to the class of weak equivalences. Clearly A carries rational homotopy 
equivalences to weak equivalences, thus A induces the functor 

(13) A : HoQ(52) — Ho(H). 

by the universal property of HoQ(52) . 

Remarks. 1. The construction of the Adams-Hilton-Anick model can be performed, 
without change, when Q is replaced by any principal ideal domain (e.g. a subring 
ofQ). 

2. From our main result it follows that A in (13) is an equivalence of categories 
(see Sec.2). It also follows that this functor preserves homotopy theory in a sense, 
which will not be made precise here. An analogous result is due to Anick [An2]; 
there however the classical (non-natural) Adams-Hilton model for CW-complexes 
is used. 

Let (DGHA)i be the category of reduced DG coassociative, cocommutative (!) 
Hopf algebras. An object of this category is thus a pair (A, ip) where A is a reduced 
DGA and ip : A —• A ® A is a DGA map satisfying the relations (10) strictly (with 
4 ~ ' replaced by '= ' ) , similar for maps. 

Note that the full subcategory of (DGHA)i consisting of DGHA's which are free 
(as DGA), is also a subcategory (not full) of H. 
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W h e n A = (A,if>) is a (reduced) DGHA, then P(A) = {a G A\i/>(a) = a ® l + l ® a } 
is a (reduced) DGL, called the primitive DGL of A. Here A = ke re denotes the 
augmentation ideal. 

When L is a (reduced) DGL, then UL, the universal enveloping algebra of L, is a 
(reduced) DGHA, where the diagonal Au : UL —• UL®UL is obtained by applying 
U to A = (1,1) :L —> L x i . 

When C is a (2-reduced) cocommutative DG coalgebra, then the cobar construc
tion ftC is a (reduced) DGHA, where the diagonal AQ : HC —• HC <g) ilC is the 
composition of DGA maps 

(i4) An:ftC n ^ > fi(c®c) - 2 L nc®nc. 

Here </? is the diagonal of C, which is a DG coalgebra map since C is cocommutative. 
The natural DGA map 7' is defined in [H-M-S; IV, 5.3]. 

2. Resul ts 

In this section the Baues-Lemaire conjecture (which is contained in Th.3) is 
proved, using a result of Anick (Th.2) and one of myself (Th.l), of which only the 
idea of proof will be given here. 

Throughout this section, homotopy (~) means DGA-homotopy, unless otherwise 
specified. We will use freely the notations and definitions from Sec.L 

For X G S2 choose a Quillen model Lx and, when X is of finite rational type, a 
Sullivan model Mx> Note that Mx can be dualized to give the cocommutative DG 
coalgebra M * . Recall that the free DGA's ULx and il(Mx) are (cocommutative) 
DGHA's in a canonical way, while on the free DGA SIC(X), the Adams-Hilton model 
of K, there is a canonical homotopy class [tpx] of diagonals. 

THEOREM 1. For X G S2 there is a homotopy-natural weak equivalence 

<*x : ULx " ^ VtC(X) G (DGA) and for X G ftQ~S2 there is a homotopy-natural 

weak equivalence fix : ftC(-Y) - ^ n ( M * ) G (DGA). These maps commute up to 

homotopy with the canonical diagonals on these DGA's, i.e. the following diagram 

in (DGA) commutes up to homotopy. 

(i) 

òУ 

ULx ^ — > ÍIC(X) ţ — ӣ(M#) 

(3) Фx Д° 

ULX® ULx — - r — ^C(X)®ilC(X) • Sl(M#)®Sl(M#) 
ax ®atx Px ® px 
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The proof of Th.l proceeds as follows: 
1. Construct a chain of weak equivalences in (DGA): 

ULX ^+ UX(GX) - ^ Nq(GX) +^ C(GX) *=- ilC(X) 
(2) 

...nc(x) -^ *B(A*{X)) -=-> n(M|) 

(for the second part assume that X is of finite rational type). Here *B(A*(X)) is 
the dual of the bar construction of A*(X), which is actually not a positively graded 
DGA, but we obtain a weakly equivalent sub-DGA by taking (cycles in degree 0) 
U (elements of degree > 1), and the maps in (2) are still defined. Note there is a 
canonical isomorphism *B(Mx) = fl(Mjf) . 

2. Extend diagram (2) by the canonical diagonals on ULx,C(GX) and n(Mjf), 
and by the tensor-square of (2), compare (1); "fill" the resulting diagram to show it 
becomes commutative in HO(DGA). 

Since ULx and HC(X) are free (cofibrant) DGA's, this proves the theorem (ax 
is defined using the Lifting-Lemma (Sec.l)). 

The first and the last map in the chain (2) are given by choice of models. All 
the other maps are natural transformations in X. There is some choice in the 
construction of the natural transformations with source ftC(K), but different choices 
yield (naturally) homotopic transformations. Whence the following... 

Addendum (to Th.l). The homotopy classes [a*] and [/?x] are canonical. 

A detailed proof of Th.l will be given in [Ma]. It requires a good understanding 
of Quillen's paper [Qu], but his principal result (that AG induces an equivalence of 
homotopy categories) is not used. Some extensions had to be achieved concerning the 
homotopy theory of simplicial group rings and of simplicial complete Hopf algebras. 
The existence of a DGA weak equivalence fix is stated in [B-L; (3.6)], but their 
proof is incorrect, as it presumes that integration is an algebra map (which is not 
the case). 

The part of Th.l which is concerned with the left-hand.square of (1) is sort 
of a differential Milnor-Moore Theorem. In fact, passing to homology yields the 
canonical isomorphism UTT*(GX) ® Q = H+(GX\Q) of graded Hopf algebras. This 
result, the classical Milnor-Moore Theorem, is not used in the proof of Th.L 

Obviously, Th.l tells us that an Adams-Hilton-Anick model can be constructed, 
in the most natural way, from either a Quillen model or a Sullivan model. (It had 
been clear that this works in some way.) 

Less obviously, Th.l tells us that any two of these models can be constructed, 
in the most natural way, from the third. This is true because of the following deep 
result of Anick. 

Recall from Sec.l the definition of DGH~A and DGHA, in particular that DGHA's 
are cocommutative. 
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THEOREM 2. ([An;5.6,6.3]). (a) Let (A,rp) be a reduced, free DGH~A. Then there is 
a diagonal ip' on A, tp' ~ if), such that (A,xp') is a DGHA. 
(b) Let.(A,il>) and (B,<p) be reduced, free DGHA's. Let f : A—> B be a DGH~A map. 
Then there is a DGHA map f : A-* B,f ~ f. D 

We apply Th.2 (a) to %l>x in (1) and obtain ^'x ~ xl>x, such that (SlC(X),i/>'x) is 
a DGHA. (The left-hand square of (1) shows that (HC(X),tpx) is a DGH~A.) 

Next we apply Th.2 (b) to ax and /3X in (1) and obtain 

(3) ULX -£ (HC(XWx) J^ il(M*) € (DGHAjx . 

By a theorem of Milnor and Moore there is an adjoint equivalence of categories 

U 
(4) (DGHA)i ^ (DGL)i 

and both U and P preserve weak equivalences, cf. [M-M], [Qu;App.B], this is also 
implicit in [An]. Moreover, L £ (DGL)i is free iff UL is free (as a graded algebra), 
more precisely: L « L(V) iff UL « J(V). For such L one has f,g : L -+ L' € (DGL)i 
DGL-homotopic iff Uf, Ug : UL —• UL' DGA-homotopic, cf. [A-L]. It follows that 
P has analogous properties. 

Thus applying P to (3) yields... 

THEOREM 3. For X € S2 (resp. X € ft^S2) there are DGL-homotopy-natural 
weak equivalences 

(5) Lx - ^ P(nC(XWx) ^ C(M#) G (DGL)i. 
• 

Here C = PQ, which is called the C-construction, cf. [Qu;App.B], [B-L]. 
When X is of finite rational type, Th.3 yields a DGL-homotopy-natural weak 

equivalence 

(6) Lx -=-> C(M$) e (DGL)x, 

thus we have proved the Baues-Lemaire conjecture [B-L; (3.5)]. By Addendum to 
Th.l the homotopy class of the weak equivalence (6) is canonical. 

Th.3 also contains the result that P(ilC(X),xjj'x) is a Quillen model, which 
provides a method of computation. Note that, forgetting differentials, there is an 
isomorphism 
(7) P(SlC(X),xl>'x)*L(s-lC(X)), 

since HC(X) « J(s'1C(X)). 

Remarks and Problems. 1. The diagonal t/>'x on QC(X) was "constructed" for each 
X separately (using Th.2); for our purposes it was sufficient to know that tl>'x is 
Aomofcopy-naturai, which is clear by definition. Is there a natural choice for tp'x ? If 
this is true, can one give an explicit formula? (I believe that this is true.) Then, of 
course, P(Q,C,i(>') would be a functor to (DGL)i. 
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2. Quillen's DG coalgebra functor CAG, followed by dualization, is a solution 
of the commutative cochain problem over the rationals on S2, so is the Sullivan-
deRham functor A*. Since the Baues-Lemaire conjecture is true, these functors 
are homotopy-naturally weakly equivalent. Can one prove a general homotopy-
uniqueness theorem for such functors? (I have heard of some unsuccessful attempts 
of proving the Baues-Lemaire conjecture this way.) 

Finally, let us reformulate these results in a more categorical language. In doing 
so, we will make precise those assertions in Th.l and Th.3 which are concerned with 
homotopy-naturality. 

To begin with, Th.l says that the two left-hand subdiagrams of (8) commute 
up to canonical (see Add.) natural isomorphism; the same holds, by (4), for the 
right-hand subdiagram (i.e. il = UC). 

HoQ(/*Q-S2) M . Ho(M) 

1 Í1(-#)J 

(8) HoQ(52) <- Ho(H) 

U 

£(-*) 

J Ho(L) 

The functors £(—#), fi(—#) and £/, defined on M respectively L, preserve weak 
equivalences, so they induce functors, denoted by the same symbol in (8), on the 
respective quotient categories. 

Th.2 is the main part in Anick's proof that U in (8) is an equivalence of cate
gories. This implies, in particular, that the outer quadrangle of (8) commutes up to 
canonical natural isomorphism (Baues-Lemaire conjecture). 

Moreover, -C(—#) in (8) is an equivalence onto the subcategory of finite type 
objects, similar for ft(—#), cf. [Qu; App.B]. 

Therefore, by virtue of Th.l , starting with Quillen's result that L is an equiva
lence of categories, we can .deduce the same for A and M, which are results (proved 
in a completely different way) of Ahick [An2], respectively Sullivan. Similarly, Th.l 
together with Anick's results yields a new proof, that L is an equivalence of cate
gories. 
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